Storm Water Management Overview

Are you combined
or separate?

How the Separated Sewer
System works when it rains
Storm Water Infastructure
When water flow is too much for the underground
system, the overland system comes in to play.

What the City is doing
to control wet weather
The City is actively pursuing many initiatives to better
manage storm water flows and to get the most of our
existing and future infrastructure. Initiatives include:

Real Time Control
This program will use weather forecasts to prepare
ahead for a rainfall. For example, if there is high
intensity rainfall in Stoney Creek and relatively low
intensity storm in the downtown business district,
normally the waterflow from both areas will reach the
Woodward Wastewater Treatment Plant at the same
time and then be pumped out together. Under the Real
Time Control program, it would be possible to restrict
the flows from the downtown core using the storage
capacity in the sewers, and increase the flows from
Stoney Creek. This will help eliminate any potential
sewer surcharges and basement flooding in the Stoney
Creek area. The program will deliver optimal loads to
the treatment plant to improve treatment
performance and will also protect the harbour from
overflows.

Upgrades at the Woodward
Wastewater Treatment Plant and
Collection Outstations

Hamilton residents within the “Urban Boundaries”
that are connected to city sewer services either
belong to the Combined Sewer System or the
Seperate Sewer System.
The combined sewer system is typically in the older
areas of Hamilton and has both the sanitary sewer

connection coming from the building on your
property and the storm sewer connection coming
from the roadway catch basin in front of your
property connecting to one combined trunk sewer
that goes to the wastewater treatment plant.
The separate sewer system has the sanitary sewer

There have been many recent upgrades to the
Woodward Avenue Wastewater Treatment Plant over
the last 5 years. A few of these changes contribute to
improved control of wet weather delivered to this site
through the combined sewer system. In 2003, a new
preliminary treatment facility was built containing
updated treatment technology, odour control
equipment, and increased capacity to handle wet
weather flows. In 2004, two new wet well pumps were
installed at Woodward increasing the pumping
capacity of the facility and providing greater flexibility
and redundancy for operators when wet weather
occurs.
To date wet weather flow is afforded preliminary
screening and grit removal as a result of upgrades to
the front end of the plant. Future goals are to provide
primary level treatment to remove additional
pollutants from the waste stream. This is expected to
be accomplished through several capital improvements
that target the primary treatment processes at the
plant over the next few years

connection coming from the building on your
property connecting to a sanitary sewer in the
road that goes to the wastewater treatment plant.
The storm sewer located on the roadway in front
of your property is meant for storm water runoff
only and goes directly to the natural waterways.

How the Combined Sewer System
works when it rains
Hamilton has one of the largest combined sewer systems on the Great Lakes with
over 600 km of combined sewer piping servicing an area of about 52 km2
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Following storms,
wastewater is slowly
released to the wastewater
plant for treatment

In Hamilton, the collected storm and sewer water in
the Combined Sewer System is delivered to the
Woodward Wastewater Treatment Plant. The main
pumping station at the wastewater plant is equipped
with six working pumps and two standby pumps to
lift the wastewater through the treatment plant.
Each pump has the capacity to move about 2,600
litres per second of wastewater. With the six duty
pumps operating, this pumping station will pump out
about 1,350 million litres per day.
Running six pumps would take about 16 minutes to
fill one 2 metre deep olympic size pool.
During rainfall events, the City monitors rain gauges
at various locations across Hamilton that are
connected to a computerized system. The City is able
to divert the collected storm and sewer water to
various Combined Sewer Overflow Storage Tanks to
reduce the burden on the collection system.
These tanks have a combined volume of over 250,000
cubic metres that can be used multiple times during
the year to prevent sewer overflow from entering
into Hamilton’s natural waterways.
The annual amount of sewer overflow that is
captured in a Combined Sewer Overflow tank
changes, based on the amount of rainfall. It is
estimated that Hamilton’s six Combined Sewer
Overflow Tanks prevent an average of over 2.5
million cubic metres of combined sewer overflow
from entering Hamilton Harbour and Cootes
Paradise.

Camera inspection of all sewers on a
continuous cycle
Using zoom camera technology helps to identify
blockages within the sewer system. This helps staff to
proactively deal with these blockages and eliminate
the potential for sewer back-ups or spills to the
environment.

Storm Drainage Policies

When the City builds the Storm Water Infrastructure in the Separated
System they plan for a Minor and Major system.
The Minor System: This system is the Storm Sewer
System that travels underground and consists of
the storm sewers, catch basins, the curb and
gutter. It is meant to deal with the smaller
amounts of rainfall and melted snow. During
these conditions, water is collected by the curb
and gutter system and directed to catch basins
where it enters the storm sewer and continues to
a trunk storm sewer, to a storm water
management pond or a watercourse.

The Major System: This system consists of
watercourses and designed major overland water
flow routes. Roads can be designed as overland
storm water flow routes. It carries the runoff that
the Minor System cannot handle, including the
runoff from larger, more intense storms. When
water cannot enter the storm sewer in the Minor
System, it continues overland to an outlet by the
Major System.

Watershed

This is equivalent to:
1000 olympic-size swimming pools
or
20 truckloads of pollutants being stopped
from entering the environment
Only when the Combined Sewer System becomes
overloaded, will the wastewater go to various
Combined Sewer Overflow Outfalls and enter
Hamilton’s natural waterways. These overflows are
required to protect private businesses and residents
from flooding.

Pumps required at the Wastewater
Treatment Plant during rainfall

Storm Water Master Plan
The principle objectives of the storm water master plan
are to:
Study and review existing storm sewer infrastructure
and operating strategies to identify system upgrades.
Establish appropriate storm water management
practices to maintain/ enhance the existing stream
system water quality.
Develop a storm water quality management program
for the City (other than for lower Stoney Creek, which
has recently been completed as part of a separate
Master Plan).
Identify system requirements based on preliminary and
final GRIDS growth scenarios.
Identify the preferred alternatives through
consultation with potentially affected parties and
systematic and comprehensive evaluation of the
alternatives in terms of their advantages and
disadvantages.
Develop a recommended implementation program for
the preferred alternatives in the master plan.
Develop a monitoring plan for the recommended
program and for the existing system

Water and Wastewater Master Plan

Normal Rainfall
4 pumps - 95% of the rain events
5 pumps - occasionally
6 pumps - very rarely
July 26 and August 19 intense rain events
7 pumps used - However, to sustain that
level for an extended period of time
would have created operational
difficulties at the plant.

The Watershed:
Is the area draining to
a river or stream.
Water enters the Watershed in
the form of preciptitaion.
The way that runoff moves
through the Watershed is
influenced by landform and land
uses. In developed areas, runoff
travels through the Watershed as
shown in the Storm Water
Infrastructure Diagram.

Woodward Wastewater Treatment Plant Influent Pumping Station

The Storm Drainage Policies were adopted by Council
in May 2004. New developments need to demonstrate
how they will improve both Major and Minor Systems
in order to get approval to build. Going forward, the
City will always plan for both systems.

This study includes the lake based water distribution
system and the combined sewer and sanitary sewer
systems.
As well, the rural settlement areas of Carlisle and
Greensville have been included as recent studies have
identified servicing from the lake based systems to be
potential options for these communities.
The process of developing the water and wastewater
master plan is being integrated with the development
of the transportation master plan and storm water
master plan which will be the supporting
documentation to the City’s new official plan.

Storm Infrastructure Guidelines
The City is working towards completing these
guidelines for our own use and the development
industry.

For more information on these
initiatives,
please call 905-546-CITY (2489)
or visit www.hamilton.ca

